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Rainfall Series:

Fractal method:
The fractal self-similarity of natural processes, as
rainfall generation, is often manifested by the possibility
of expressing statistical scale relationships of the
properties of the phenomenon to which they have given
rise (Schertzer and Lovejoy, 2011). It has been widely
observed (Koutsoyiannis and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993;
Burlando and Rosso, 1996; Menabde et al. 1999) that the
probability distribution of the annual maximum rainfall
intensity satisfies scale relationships.

The scaling analysis presented was performed using data from 363 daily rainfall series which where chosen from
available data in the Servei Meteorològic de Catalunya (SMC) database after a rigorous quality control. Selected
series cover the temporal period between 1880 and 2016 with more than 50 series available per year after 1940; they
cover Catalonia’s territory and its nearby surroundings. Each of the selected series has a minimum of 20 years with
completed and quality controlled daily data and the whole set has a mean of 35 years of data per series.

In the monofractal case or simple scaling, the scale
relationships for rainfall intensity I can be expressed as
a function of a single parameter 𝛽 as indicated by 𝑒𝑞 1 ,
which represents an identity between distributions of
different scales (durations d and do).
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Scaling exponent (𝜷) obtainment:
1) Series of annual maximum of accumulated rainfall on
1 to 15 days are obtained from daily data, corrected
to expected rainfall on unrestricted intervals and
converted to intensity (mm/day).
2) q-order statistical moments of rainfall intensities are
derived from each Series of Annual Maxima (for
𝑞 values of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3) according to 𝑒𝑞 2
where 𝑁 is the number of available years in the series
and 𝑥 𝑑 𝑖 is the maximum rainfall of year 𝑖 in a period
of 𝑑 days.
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f𝑖𝑔[2]: spatial distribution of empiric β parameter
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𝑓𝑖𝑔[1]
4) The slope of the previous adjust for each 𝑞 is linearly
adjusted being the obtained slope the 𝛽 parameter.

Conclusions:

The scaling exponent β of a place seems to be related to some of its climatic characteristics. Rodríguez-Solà et al. (2016) found a
general concordance between the spatial distribution of β over the Iberian Peninsula and the mean annual precipitation
distribution, with high values in rainy areas and low for the dry ones, with some discrepancies related to the kind of precipitation
contributing to high rainfall events and the proportion of convective rainfall in total.
In the present study, values of β between -0.72 and -0.82 are found to be distributed over Catalonia (see 𝑓𝑖𝑔[2]). In the most part
of the territory, β-values range between -0.77 and -0.80, except for two distinct zones which have been detected: 1) a NW area with
values higher than -0.75, matching a mountainous area with some Atlantic influence at its most northwestern end, and 2) a
western area with values of β lower than -0.80 in great concordance with the driest areas in Catalonia. Apart from these distinct
zones, a small area around Barcelona, at the East, presents values slightly lower than its surroundings. Thus, β-values lower than
-0.77 are distributed over areas of clear Mediterranean influence where convective rainfall occurs often. On the other hand, higher
values of β are found mainly in the NW where large rainfall accumulations are most often caused by episodes of continuous rain.
As it can be seen in fig [3], whereas no dependence is observed between β and longitude, there is some correlation with latitude, β
increasing towards north. There is also some correlation with altitude, β being higher to greater height, and with the distance to
coastline. A slightly better correlation is found with mean annual rainfall, β increasing with mean annual rainfall; this correlation
is found especially in the two distinct zones highlighted before (high β-values and annual rainfall amounts in the NW in contrast
to western low β-values and dry areas).
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3) 𝑀𝑞 are displayed on a log-log plot depending on
duration (𝑑) and adjusted linearly (see 𝑓𝑖𝑔[1]).

